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Winner
Takes All
Truck accessory and towing products
manufacturer Curt Group couldn’t be happier
about its December 2019 acquisition by Lippert
Components Inc. The win-win transaction has
made each party stronger, enabling Curt Group
to power future growth with an aggressive
market expansion strategy.
Words Craig Ritchie

O

n the heels of its US$340m acquisition by Lippert Components Inc
(LCI) in December 2019, Eau Claire,
Wisconsin-based truck accessory and towing products manufacturer Curt Group has
found itself facing an unprecedented opportunity to leapfrog its competitors in the
North American RV market while simultaneously laying the foundation for a lucrative
export business.
The acquisition appears to represent the
quintessential “win-win” scenario, with
both parties emerging from the deal in a
far stronger position than they enjoyed going in. LCI gains an important strategic fit
to its ongoing expansion and diversification
strategy, one which effectively doubles the
scope of its aftermarket business by adding a complementary portfolio of high-end
towing and truck accessory products to its
existing product catalogue. Each of the Curt
Group brands – Curt towing products, Aries
and Luverne truck accessories, UWS truck
boxes and Retrac accessories for heavy-duty
trucks – bring their own established customer bases, robust distribution networks, innovative product technologies and impressive
engineering and R&D capabilities to market
sectors where LCI had not previously been a
dominant player.
On the flip side of the coin, the acquisition
brings Curt Group significant new muscle
behind its already strong brands, through
a newfound ability to leverage LCI’s vast financial and logistical resources. “On the distribution side Curt didn’t have an especially
strong presence in the RV sector per-se. LCI
opened that door wide for us,” says Curt
Group president, Roch Lambert. “We have
now developed joint programs to make it
more attractive for companies who want to
do more business with the LCI-Curt combined company. We’re very confident now
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Above: Curt Group president, Roch Lambert
On the left: CURT BetterWeigh, the portable vehicle
and trailer weight scale powered
by TowSense™ technology and
equipped with Bluetooth, provides
safer towing and easier setup.

that those relationships are going to leverage significant benefits on the revenue side
for us. And that goes for both the RV dealer
channel, as well as the OE relationship business.”
A Springboard For Growth
Lambert notes that the LCI acquisition has
benefitted Curt Group in multitude ways
beyond improved access to market. It has
also allowed the company to achieve considerable cost savings, including significant
reductions in freight fees and raw material expenses. “We’ve realised savings in the
hundreds of thousands of dollars, if not millions already,” he says. But the real benefit
to the acquisition lies in the company’s abil-

ity to leverage its new synergies, and power
Curt Group’s future growth with an aggressive market expansion strategy.
One aspect of that strategy is an enhanced
e-commerce initiative based around a shipto-store framework, allowing a customer
to purchase product from the Curt website
and have it shipped directly to themselves
or to their local installer. While the idea had
been in development for some time, its implementation – with a June 1 launch date –
has been expedited by the global Covid-19
pandemic. “We have a warehouse footprint
that allows us to be very, very effective in
delivering products to the consumers directly,” says Lambert. “Obviously with what’s
happening with Covid-19, it comes as no
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surprise that the e-commerce side of the
business continues to grow at a significant
clip. We’re obviously very excited about
that, and we’re interested to see what other
opportunities might arise for us and our network as we move further along that path.”
The ability to leverage substantial cost savings and increased access to market benefits
Curt Group on two parallel levels – enabling
it to achieve greater penetration in its North
American domestic market, while supporting its international expansion plans as the
company embarks on the first steps toward
the development of export trade.
Lambert notes that Curt Group presently
earns the vast majority of its revenues – between 90% and 95% – within the domestic
North American market, with Canada representing about 12% of that total plus some
additional sales in Mexico. One key aspect
of its acquisition by LCI is an opportunity for
the firm to leverage synergies between LCI
and itself as a means of building its international business. “We’re building a presence in Australia, and a big portion of that
opportunity is based upon the relationships
that LCI already have in place,” says Lambert. “This definitely opens doors for us to
expand our horizons in terms of the total
customer base.”
Australia represents a particularly attractive
market for Curt, since product to be sold
there requires minimal modification from existing SKUs already being produced in North
America. “Our Spectrum brake controller
was adjusted and modified slightly for the
Australian market, and we’re developing
an adjusted version of the Echo product
because they have different sockets on the
vehicles than those used in North America,”
explains Lambert. “Right now we have probably 25 to 30 products that we’re offering in
Australia, with most of them coming from
the innovation side of our business, such
as our BetterWeigh, RockerBall or Rebellion
products. We’re not entering that market
trying to compete on price, we’re going
there with products that are truly unique,
and that bring incremental benefits to the
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end-users. And that makes our value proposition attractive for the distribution base
that we’re building in Australia.”
The Long-Term View
As opportunities abound in the wake of its
acquisition, one of the greatest challenges
facing Curt Group as it moves ahead will
be managing its growth aspirations against
its resources and production capacity. Attractive opportunities developing within its
North American home market, coupled with
the business potential of its Australian initiative, will require any further growth programs to be carefully managed with an eye
to ensuring long-term, sustainable success. Even so, planning
for future growth continues.
“We’ll have to look at the base
that LCI has already established
in western Europe, with their
manufacturing presence there
and their growing presence in
terms of distribution,” says
Lambert. “For the products
that we produce and the specific segments that we serve, the
key markets are North America,
Australia and western Europe.”
Entry into the Asian market would be premature for Curt Group at this time, Lambert says, as the market is still in its initial
stages of development. He notes that while
the company has some business interests in
Thailand and a few other, smaller markets,
for now Curt Group will closely monitor
developments in the region for indications
that the time for entry has arrived. “China is
of course a significant market that will happen at some point in time, but that point
hasn’t arrived just yet,” he says. “Our plan
is to pursue those opportunities, providing
we have the requisite resources in place.
But the reality is that we’re in a very good
place right now, and it’s going to take a certain amount of time to properly tap into the
opportunities we’ve already identified and
prioritised, never mind additional opportunities that will likely present themselves in

CURT Rebellion XD, adjustable cushion hitch ball mount: it
provides more control, confidence and a more comfortable
ride, all while protecting your towing system from jerking,
jarring, rattling and trailer sway.

The CURT Echo
mobile trailer
brake controller
is the first of its
kind, providing an entirely
new towing experience.

the months and years ahead.”
Lambert’s positive outlook is supported by
the company’s progress since the LCI acquisition was completed in December. This year
started strong, with solid growth through
January and February before the arrival of
the Covid-19 pandemic in March put the
brakes on business activity worldwide. Yet
in spite of that, Lambert notes the company
is still trending above 2019’s sales figures.
“Human beings have a phenomenal ability
to forget bad things,” he says. “As economies begin to re-open, people want to return to their normal lives. We all want to
be outside, and to enjoy wonderful experiences with our families. Exactly when that
will happen remains to be seen. But we’re
all looking forward to it.”

CURT Rockerball 2” cushion hitch trailer ball provides
improved comfort and enhanced control while towing; an
integrated cushion isolator allows to turn a standard ball
mount into a cushion hitch with anti-rattle capabilities.
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Ready
for a new
revolution
LCI RV Europe has established
itself on the market thanks
to products that have
revolutionized the way of
producing and using RVs: now
it is ready to take another step
forward with some proposals
that look to the future.
Words Andrea Cattaneo

L

CI RV Europe operates as part of a modern, dynamic group. It is making changes and exploiting synergies from exchanging its technologies from one side of the
Atlantic to the other, and also developing
and producing products specifically for the
European market. Beyond consolidating its
production, what projects is the European
division of LCI putting in place? We asked
Luigi Gozzi, Director of Engineering of LCI
RV Europe.

Solutions for the van market
Weight reduction is a priority for the design of all new products. LCI RV Europe
has always been very strong at offering
lightweight solutions and is expanding its
range of space saving solutions and space
on demand. Obviously, LCI RV Europe is
also thinking about the van market that
is increasingly popular on the European

Luigi Gozzi
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“Our products have quickly established
themselves because they have been able to
revolutionize the RV sector,” explains Gozzi. “Now we have to go a step further and
create innovations for our well established
products. This is a challenge, and not an
easy goal to achieve, but a group like ours
has the expertise to do so. For example,
think of Lippert’s lifting beds; they mainly
use belts and are one of the flagship products of LCI Europe, but we wanted to make
further improvements to the product. We
worked hard and managed to lower its
weight, introduce new, more efficient and
compact motors and also reduce the overall
dimensions. We also focused heavily on its
ease of assembly by the manufacturers on
the production line. We are now preparing
to launch our ‘2.0 bed’ on the market: it is
not a simple restyling, but a new product
that comes from the redesigning the well
known characteristics of the Lippert bed,”
Gozzi added.
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market: elevating roofs projects are being
tested, with patents already filed for some
innovative solutions.
Another of its best-selling products that LCI
Europe is developing a new solution of for
the van sector is its removable step. The focus on saving weight is essential, but there
will also a focus on innovativion and automotive-type solutions; considerable importance will be given to its design, to better
integrate the step into the vehicle profile.
The RV of the future
Looking at the medium to long term future
of the market, LCI RV Europe is working in
collaboration with several Italian universities on a truly visionary project.
“We are imagining the RV of the future,”
- says Luigi Gozzi, “where technology will
spread throughout the vehicle. We are
talking about an IoT (Internet of Things)
applied to many areas of the camper: not
only how the components are part of the
IoT, but also the occupants as well. It is an
extremely holistic project that will also include devices wearable by the users. Strong
attention was paid to the areas of wellbeing and health as those who choose a touring holiday must feel comfortable and able
to travel safely: that’s why the system constantly monitors some vital parameters and
biometers to ensure that while travelling

Lippert Components opts out of remaining 2020 trade shows
in Europe; will create virtual product showcase

L

ippert Components announced that it will
opt out of attending the 2020 Caravan
Salon Trade Fair in Dusseldorf, Germany, as
well as all other European trade shows, due
to the COVID-19 Pandemic. The decision to
forgo trade shows also applies to LCI’s newest acquisition, Polyplastic, the leading acrylic window supplier to the European caravan
industry.
Michele Checcucci, CEO of RV Europe and
Jan Peter Veeneman, CEO of Polyplastic issued the following statement:

and away in remote places, the occupants
experience a quiet and peaceful holiday,”
he continued.
The project involves placing sensors and
actuators throughout the RV so that it
becomes a sort of artificial intelligence
ecosystem. In the motorhome, low energy consumption systems can be created,
and non-invasive systems that guarantee
an excellent travel and holiday experience
for any type of user, from young people to
retirees.
“We are thinking of a system that will
make the experience of using of the vehicle rewarding for people who have different skills for the journey,” - explains Luigi
Gozzi. “The motorhome’s interior must
become a source of wellbeing, safety, sociability and a sensitive and stimulating
environment that adapts to the needs of
the occupants. We want to provide a system that also allows important data to be
managed by vehicle manufacturers, such
as making it possible to carry out a series
of activities, including predictive maintenance. Customized cloud computing packages, specific to the type of user, can be
created to provide diversified information
and services to young and old users alike,
and those who use the camper in summer
or winter. There will be many services offered that will benefit both the user and
the manufacturer,” explained Gozzi.

“This was a very tough decision that LCI had
to make, but in the end, it was a unanimous
decision between our North American and
European headquarters to forgo the rest of
this year’s trade show events. We are putting
the health of our team members first, and
with the ongoing pandemic and all of its uncertainties, it simply doesn’t make sense to
take unneeded health risks at this time.”
The LCI RV Europe team has instead decided to build a virtual product showcase where
they can give online tours to customers, media
representatives, and consumers alike through

live, virtual presentations. The opening of this
showroom has yet to be determined.
“We are excited to offer our customers the
opportunity to connect with LCI whenever it
is convenient for them,” said Checcucci. “The
new virtual product showcase will allow our
customers to see exciting new products at the
exact point they become available; there is no
need to wait for an annual show. The virtual
showroom is something that we have always
wanted to do, but now the COVID-19 Pandemic has forced the issue. We are excited to
service our customers in a whole new way.”

Face Shields made by LCI Italy

F

EMTO Engineering srl, an Italian company that joined the American Lippert Components Group in June 2019, started producing VIS FE in February, a splash guard visor
made of PET G with a wearable support and a curved and transparent shield. INAIL, the
Italian Institute for Insurance against Accidents at Work, received 1700 design applications and approved only 62 products, which included the VIS FE. The wearable support is
designed to be worn on the head, with soft elements made of polyester foam to provide
the best comfort to the user, and is adjustable so it can be worn comfortably by men
or women. The splash guard is made of 0.8 mm PET G sheet suitable for sterilization
and washing with soaps and disinfectants, such as alcohol and ethylene oxide, as this
material is characterized by high chemical resistance. The shield is then interchangeable
by removing the two fixing rivets.
“At the beginning of the coronavirus pandemic, we were contacted by the Tuscany Region because there was a need for protective visors for the healthcare personnel involved
in the care of Covid-19 patients,” says Giuseppe Amato, General Manager of Femto
Engineering. “The reaction of the whole group work was immediate and within a few
days we validated a prototype and built the pilot equipment to start production,” added
Giuseppe Amato.
Production started in a week and the first request was for over 50,000 items for Tuscan
healthcare facilities.
“VIS FE had an initial extraordinary validation by INAIL,” said Lorenzo Manni, commercial
director of LCI Italy srl, “but subsequently it was certified according to UNI EN 166: 2001.
We are working to activate different distribution channels for this product, such as in
pharmacies,” he added.
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